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Pipe Tobacco

6oz

i 36 bags per case8oz

i 36 bags per case

Inter-Continental Trading Co.’s flagship OHM Pipe Tobacco is made from only select, 
American-grown tobaccos. And along with a combination of quality, innovation and value, it has 
quickly become one of the best-selling brands in the world. OHM pipe tobacco is available in a wide 
variety of flavors and sizes– 5lb, 16oz, 8oz, 6oz and 1oz – all packaged in a Fresh-Loc re-sealable 
bag to ensure freshness and consistency.

OHM Pipe Tobacco
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Pipe Tobacco
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16oz

1oz

144 bags per case
(12/6ct boxes)

15ct 3-tier display

5lb

i 4 bags per case

Flavors:
Blue 
Bold
Extra Bold
Menthol Gold
Menthol
Natural
Red
Silver
Yellowi

i

i 24 bags per case
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Pipe Tobacco

8oz

16oz

5lbs

i 36 bags per case

i 4 bags per case

i 24 bags per case

D&R 2 Daughters 
The D&R Tobacco line offers a unique selection of fine, hand-crafted pipe tobaccos for a satisfying 
range of distinctive varietal leaf flavors and aromas, combined with quality and value.
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Pipe Tobacco
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Pipe Tobacco

1oz

16oz

6oz

72 bags per case i

36 bags per case i

16oz6oz

i 12 bags per case

i 24 bags per case

i 24 bags per case

OHM Au Naturall’e Pipe Tobacco from Inter-Continental Trading is a specially blended tobacco that meets 
the market demand for highly-profitable, premium products. OHM Au Naturall’e is available in handy 1oz 
and 6oz sizes, and feature an exclusive, resealable, multi-layer foil  bag to ensure long-lasting freshness. 
Inter-Continental Trading Co.’s OHM Au Naturall’e is made with only the finest Golden Virginia tobacco for 
quality you can depend on.

OHM Au Naturalle Pipe Tobacco

752 Pipe Tobacco combines exceptional American-blend tobaccos at an affordable price and provides 
value-conscious smokers with a high-quality, low-cost alternative to generic varieties. The 752 16oz 
and 6oz line features 3 distinct flavors—Red, Gold, and Green—while the new .65oz size is available 
in your choice of Red & Green. All 752 sizes are packaged in Fresh-Loc resealable bags to preserve 
freshness and flavor.

752 Pipe Tobacco
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Filtered  Cigars

i 10 Packs Per Carton
30 Cartons Per Case

OHM Filtered Cigars Provide the discerning customers with a distinctive choice and superior smoking 
experience. OHM filtered Cigars are made from the finest American-grown tobacco blends and are 
available in 5 exceptional varieties. Every OHM filtered cigar flip-top hard pack is sealed to ensure 
quality, freshness and flavor.

OHM Filtered Cigars 
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Filtered  Cigars

i 10 Packs Per Carton
30 Cartons Per Case

The 752 Filtered Cigars from Inter-Continental Trading are the perfect complement to the 752 tobacco 
line. Available in three-flavors- Red, Green (menthol), and Gold-752 cigars are ideal for retailers looking 
for a bold yet economical products that appeals to price conscious customers. 752 Filter Cigars are 
made form only the highest-quality, American-grown tobacco blends, and each hard pack, flip-top box 
is sealed to ensure freshness. 

752 Filtered Cigars 
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Cigarette Tubes

i 200 Tubes Per Carton
50 Cartons Per Case

i 200 Tubes Per Carton
50 Cartons Per Case

i 250 Tubes Per Carton
50 Cartons Per Case

i 250 Tubes Per Carton
50 Cartons Per Case

King Size- 200 count

100mm- 200 count

King Size- 250 count

100mm- 250 count

Inter-Continental Trading USA, Inc., Provides your customers with the one key-ingredient need to make 
the perfect roll-you-own cigarette: the Shargio Cigarette Tube. Shargio tubes are proudly manufactured 
in the USA to exact industry standards, using only the finest cigarette paper and filters-making them 
one of the top sellers in the market. Shargio tubes are available in both king and 100mm lengths, and 
packaged in 200 and 250 count sealed cartons. 

Shargio Cigarette Tubes 
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Cigarette Tubes

i 200 Tubes Per Carton
50 Cartons Per Case

i 200 Tubes Per Carton
50 Cartons Per Case

King Size- 200 count

King Size- 200 count

100mm- 200 count

100mm- 200 count

OHM Cigarette tubes from Inter-continental Trading USA, Inc., Continue the OHM legacy value, without 
sacrificing quality. OHM king and 100mm, Red, Blue and Green cigarette tubes are available in convenient, 
cost- effective 200 count cartons. All OHM cigarettes tubes are manufactured to exact industry standards 
and proudly made in the USA.       

The Roxwell family of cigarette tubes offer better consistency and performance than ordinary value 
brands. Roxwell Red, Blue and Green cigarette tubes are available in both king and 100 mm sizes. 
packed in 200 count cartons and proudly made in the USA.

OHM Filtered Cigarette Tubes 

Roxwell Cigarette Tubes 
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Rolling Papers

Kashmir 100% Organic Hemp Rolling Papers are chlorine-free and eco-friendly, using no harmful 
pesticides or chemical fertilizers. Certified Organic papers offer the best of all worlds–a clean-tasting 
smoke, natural processing and  less impact on the environment.
    

Kashmir Unbleached Rolling papers are the choice for smokers preferring a lighter smoke without the 
chlorine aftertaste. By using less-processed paper fibers, Kashmir Unbleached papers are the natural 
alternative to every day papers.

Pre-Priced Organic Hemp Rolling Papers 

Pre-Priced Unbleached Rolling Papers 

1½ Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack
100 packs per jar

16 jars per case

1¼ Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack
100 packs per jar

16 jars per case

King Slim Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per jar
16 jars per case

1¼ Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack
100 packs per jar

16 jars per case

1½ Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack
100 packs per jar

16 jars per case

Jumbo Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per jar
16 jars per case

Single Wide Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per jar
24 jars per case

Jumbo Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per jar
16 jars per case

Single Wide Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per jar
24 jars per case
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Rolling Papers

Kashmir Organic Hemp and Unbleached papers are now Available in 1¼ and King Slim, non pre-priced 
packaging. While the line of 99 cent pre-priced rolling paper from Kashmir represent the best value on the 
market today, we know that a pre-pricing model does not work for everyone. To better serve our domestic 
and foreign partners, we’ve introduced unpriced Kashmir Rolling Paper.

The Kashmir Rolling Paper line from Inter-Continental Trading USA has become the fastest growing line 
of American made papers. Now, we’ve upped the ante with paper + tips combo packs. Kashmir Rolling 
Papers + Tips combine our two most- popular paper styles and superb unbleached tips. Kashmir Rolling 
Papers + Tips feature our finest organic Hemp and Unbleached paper styles and are available in 1¼ and 
King Slim.

Kashmir Ultra Thin Rolling Papers take our exceptional, natural unbleached paper to the next level , with a 
lighter weight and even less paper taste.

Kashmir Organic Hemp and Unbleached Rolling Papers 

Rolling Paper + Tips 

Ultra Thin Rolling Papers 

Organic Hemp 1¼ 
Rolling Papers

32 leaves per pack
50 packs per display
24 displays per case

Unbleached 1¼ 
Rolling Papers

32 leaves per pack
50 packs per display
24 displays per case

Organic Hemp 1¼ 
Rolling Papers

32 leaves per pack
32 tips per pack

24 packs per display
20 displays per case

Ultra Thin1¼ Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per display
24 displays per case

Unbleached 1¼ 
Rolling Papers

32 leaves per pack
32 tips per pack

24 packs per display
20 displays per case

Organic Hemp King Slim 
Rolling Papers

32 leaves per pack
50 packs per display
24 displays per case

Unbleached King Slim 
Rolling Papers

32 leaves per pack
50 packs per display
24 displays per case

Organic Hemp King Slim 
Rolling Papers

32 leaves per pack
32 tips per pack

24 packs per display
20 displays per case

Ultra Thin King Slim Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per display
24 displays per case

Unbleached King Slim 
Rolling Papers

32 leaves per pack
32 tips per pack

24 packs per display
20 displays per case
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Rolling Papers

Kashmir Bamboo Rolling Papers are a sustainable alternative for those seeking an all-natural biodegradable 
paper, without sacrificing the rolling experience. Kashmir Bamboo style features a thin, lighter weight — yet 
strong and flexible—paper for a unique, satisfying smoke.

Kashmir MedGrade Rolling Papers are an all-natural, 
medical grade organic hemp paper formulated for 
the dispensary and medical cannabis market.

Kashmir Green Apple Rolling Papers start with our 
unmatched Organic Hemp paper boosted with the perfect 
blend of fresh, fruity apple. Kashmir Green Apple papers 
offer a new take on refreshing tartness and easy rollability. 

Kashmir + CBD Rolling Papers feature the highest quality, 100% Certified Organic Hemp paper, with the 
added benefits of CBD.  For a smooth, clean taste, that won’t influence the smoking experience, with the 
bonus of plant-based CBD, Kashmir + CBD Rolling Papers are the perfect choice.

Bamboo Rolling Papers

Organic  Hemp +CBD Rolling Papers

MedGrade Rolling Papers Green Apple Rolling Papers

Bamboo 1¼ Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per display
24 displays per case

1 ¼ Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per display
24 displays per case

MedGrade 1 ¼ Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per display
24 displays per case

Green Apple 1 ¼ Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per display
24 displays per case

King Slim Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per display
24 displays per case

King Size XXL Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per display
24 displays per case

Bamboo King Slim Rolling Papers
32 leaves per pack

50 packs per display
24 displays per case
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Rolling Papers

The checkout area is not just a space to ring up customers. An effective POP displays can increase 
exposure, drive add-on sales and add more profit. The new Kashmir Rolling Papers Counter Display is 
retail- ready and designed to sell papers faster and more efficiently-adding to your bottom line. This sturdy 
acrylic ,dispenser-style display comes preloaded with 150 packs of the most-popular Kashmir sizes and 
varieties, and colorful graphics, all arranged in one visually stunning, small footprint.   

Merchandising Kit comes complete with dispenser-style display, preloaded with 150 packs of the most
popular Kashmir sizes and varieties a 12”X16” LED sign, a 4-color poster and door push/pull decal and 
100 refills.

Countertop Rolling Papers Display

• Pre-loaded with 150 packs
• Easy-to-use dispenser
• Small footprint
• High visibility
• Refillable 

Poster Push/Pull Decal LED Sign Rolling Papers
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Pre-Rolled Tubes

Kashmir Pre-rolled Tubes mark the evolution of rolling − from cones and paper tips−to a more consistent, 
comfortable and satisfying smoke. And for convenience, portability and price, Kashmir handy 3-packs are 
a no-brainer. Kashmir Classic and Tall 3-packs combine the highest quality Organic Hemp and Unbleached 
paper as well as the patent-pending Easy-draw filter design that eliminates paper taste and soggy ends. 
Each resealable Kashmir 3-pack contains 3 pre-rolled tubes with wood packing sticks all in an eye-catching 
15 count retail display.

Kashmir Pre-rolled Tubes 3-Pack 

Organic Hemp Pre-Rolled Tubes
3 tubes per pack

15 packs per display
24 displays per case

Unbleached Pre-Rolled Tubes
3 tubes per pack

15 packs per display
24 displays per case
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Pre-Rolled Tubes

For convenience, portability and price, Kashmir handy 3-packs are a no-brainer. Kashmir Classic and Tall 
3-packscombine the highest quality Organic Hemp and Unbleached paper as well as a biodegradable, un-
bleached paper filter design. Each resealable Kashmir 3-pack contains 3 pre-rolled tubes with wood packing 
sticks. All Kashmir Pre-rolled tubes are Made in the U.S.A. to exact industry standards.  

Kashmir Pre-rolled Tubes Biodegradable 3-Pack 

Biodegradable Organic Hemp 
Pre-Rolled Tubes

3 tubes per pack
15 packs per display
24 displays per case

Biodegradable Unbleached 
Pre-Rolled Tubes

3 tubes per pack
15 packs per display
24 displays per case
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Pre-Rolled Tubes

For convenience, portability and price, pre-rolled tubes are a no-brainer. And the very best in 
non-tobacco pre-rolled tubes, Kashmir is the only choice. Kashmir pre-rolled tubes are easy to fill, and 
offer a variety of natural papers that include Organic Hemp, Unbleached and CBD, plus a comfortable 
tip that optimizes air-flow and eliminates weak, soggy ends and excessive paper taste. Plus, the com-
pact 6 tube hard-pack offers both discretion and protection. 

Pre-Rolled Tubes 

Unbleached Pre-Rolled Tubes
6 tubes per pack

30 packs per display
24 displays per case

Organic Hemp Pre-Rolled Tubes
6 tubes per pack

30 packs per display
24 displays per case

Organic Hemp + CBD Pre-Rolled Tubes
6 tubes per pack

30 packs per display
24 displays per case

Kashmir Organic Hemp Pre-rolled Tubes are now available in economical 200 count. Made in the U.S.A
to exact industry standards, Kashmir Tubes offer the same great-tasting, even burning, 100% Organic 
Hemp Paper, that is still heavy enough to withstand machine injecting. 

The Kashmir line of colored pre-rolled tubes feature great taste and slow, even-burning, as well as a lit-
tle style to the smoking experience. Kashmir Bronze Pre-rolled Tubes are proudly manufactured in the 
USA to exact industry standards using only the finest paper and filters—assuring maximum quality and 
consistency. Kashmir colored pre-rolled tubes 200ct cartons are available in Bronze, Coral and Onyx.

200 count Organic Hemp Pre-rolled Tubes Carton 

200 count Colored Pre-rolled Tubes Carton 

Organic Hemp Pre-Rolled Tubes
200 tubes per pack

50 per case

Coral Pre-Rolled Tubes
200 tubes per pack

50 per case

Bronze Pre-Rolled Tubes
200 tubes per pack

50 per case

Onyx Pre-Rolled Tubes
200 tubes per pack

50 per case

i 200 Packs Per Carton
50 Cartons Per Case

i 200 Per Carton
50 Cartons Per Case

Natural Paper 
Slim Filters 100ct box 

100 tips per box
10 boxes per display
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Filter  Tips
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Kashmir Unbleached Filter Tips are made from only select chlorine-free paper, roll up smoothly and keep 
their shape. Whether it is intended for better airflow, to block bits of loose herb, eliminate soggy ends, or
ensure you don’t burn your fingers. Kashmir Tip are the perfect way to enhance your smoking experience. 
Kashmir Filter Tips are available in both pre-rolled and pre-cut, perforated styles.  

Filter Tips 

Pre-rolled Tips Tray
21 tips per tray 

20 trays per display
40 displays per case

Pre-cut Tips Booklet
50 tips per tray 

50 booklets per display
50 displays per case

Natural Paper 
Slim Filters 100ct box 

100 tips per box
10 boxes per display

Pre-cut Tips Bag
100 tips per bag  

10 bags per display
20 displays per case

Natural Paper 
Slim Filters Pop Up 72ct

6 injectors per display
20 displays per case
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Accessories

Whether its cigarette cases or rollers, Shargio Accessories offer an array of profitable add-ons that are 
ideal for any full-line store. Shargio cigarette cases are available in a spectrum of colors, feature plastic or 
aluminum construction and include king and 100mm sizes. And when it comes to filling, the Shargio line 
includes multiple models - from simple hand rollers and injectors, to hand-crank table top models.

Shargio Accessories  

Shargio Aluminum Cases
King size only 

12 case per display
20 displays per case

Shargio Deluxe Injector
6 tips per tray 

20 packs per display

Shargio 3- Divider Cases 
King Size & 100mm
12 case per display

20 displays per case

Shargio 3- Divider Cases 
King Size & 100mm
12 case per display

20 displays per case

Shargio Sparkle  Cases 
King Size ONLY

12 case per display
20 displays per case

Shargio Solo Injector
6  injector per display
20 displays per case
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Accessories

Kashmir roller and injectors are the “must have” items for smooth, trouble- free rolling. The Kashmir line 
includes artfully-crafted hand rollers for virtually every paper width, a stunning Kashmir engraved metal 
rolling box and Kashmir pre-rolled tube injector.

110 mm Hand Roller 
12 rollers per display
24 displays per case

78 mm Hand Roller 
12 rollers per display
24 displays per case

78 mm Automatic Silver Rolling Box
8  boxes per display
12 displays per case

Deluxe Mini Injector
Designed exclusively for Kashmir by Powermatic, the patented Mini 
features a titanium plated blade, two polished metal spoons and will 
load either Classic or Tall Kashmir Pre-rolled Tube. It’s the smallest 

manual machine in the world.

Deluxe Injector
6 injectors per display
24 displays per case

70 mm Hand Roller 
12 rollers per display
24 displays per case

Accessories 
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Grinders
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The Kashmir Sustainable Grinder is a 2.5” diameter, two-piece grinder is made from renewable Hemp 
composite which is both durable and 100% biodegradable. The sharp, square teeth produce a consistent, 
medium grind and is the perfect grab-n-go pocket-sized grinder. Available in 24 count displays of Red, Blue, 
Green, Black and Cream assorted colors.

Kashmir Precision Grinders start with durable, lightweight aluminum and feature multi-part designs with 
strong magnetic lids, sturdy mesh pollen screens and kief catchers. Sharp diamond-shaped teeth are 
precision-engineered and spaced for perfect shredding without pulverizing. Kashmir Precision Grinders are 
available in a variety of sizes and assorted eye-catching colors to meet a wide range of needs and styles.

Kashmir Sustainable Grinders 

Kashmir Special Edition Grinders 

Sustainable Grinder 
24 grinders per display
20 displays per case

Green
1 box

Brown
1 box

Purple
1 box
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E-Cigarette 

The VIO Disposable E-Cigarette line comes in a variety of refreshing fruity flavors, as well as a 1100m AH 
cylindrical lithium battery that lasts for up to 2000 puffs.   All six flavors—Cool Mint, Mango Berry, Straw-
berry Banana, Apple Ice, Berry Blast and Watermelon—feature a 6% nicotine level and top grade ingredi-
ents that allows users to experience a smoother draw, enhanced rich flavor and dense vapor production.  
Every VIO disposable e-cigarette is pre-charged battery, for use right out of the box.

VIO Disposable E-Cigarette 

VI0 E-Cigarette 
Flavors: Apple Ice, Berry Blast, Cool Mint, Mango Berry, 

Strawberry Banana, Watermelon
10 e-cigarettes per display

24 displays per case




